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The "BANE PET" Coil Spring Separator
save time and boosts productivity

FUJI CONTROLS CO., LTD.

Coil Spring Separeator

CSS SERIES

Coil springs are usually supplied by manufacturers to their users with a carton or bag packing,

in which springs are entangled each other. Entangled springs are to be separated when used by hand, 

but such a manual work causes various troubles such as time-consuming, changing shapes, etc.  

In order to solve these problems, BANEPET has been developed. 

By using springs separated by BANEPET, much faster works could be possible,  

and the products themselves can be manufactured keeping a high quality standard.

BANE PET

 

■ Easy Installation

■ Compact and Portable

■ Quiet Operation

■ Spring Size Adjustment

■ Versatile Application

Because the　"BANE PET"　uses a convenional power source, it can be placed anywhere within reach of 
a standard wall receptacle. This means easier access to equipment and greater  flexibility in its placement.

The "BANE PET" is so compact and lightweight that anyone can handle it wihe ease. 
Portability of this kind promotes greater productivity.

We've paid special heed to the user's environment for the same reason...it boosts productivity. 
Thus the "BANE PET" is designed to provide quiet, noise-free operation.

This convenient featuer lets you run one size coil, and switch to another in moments. 
Operation couldn't be simpler.

The "BANE PET" is equipped to separate both tapered and hooked coil springs, depending on the task at hand.
It can untangle coils with sizes ranging from 2mm to 10mm in diameter, and is ideal for use in assembly lines, repair shops, and at home.

Features

Put the entangled coil spring into ”BANE PET”.

The entangled coil spring is automatically unraveled.



FOR CW SPRINGS

Notes
When enquiring, please specify the kind and material of the coil springs you use. The "BANE PET" may not be applicable for certain types of coil springs.
When ordering, please specify youe voltage requirement.
The "BANE PET" is equipped wite a 2-prong power plug; use an adapter where necessary.
Other models are availabe for springs having a coil diameter less than or greater of greater than 2mm to 10mm.
Write to us about your requirement.
The standard kit is set for springs coiled clockwise, so that if springs coiled anticlockwise are worked out, you are requested to inquire so.
FOR FURTHER DETAILS, WRITE TO OUR SALES DEPARTMENT.

* Product specifications are subject to change for improvement. Please note.
* Product color may differ from the actual product due to printing.
* Be sure to read the instruction manual for necessary information such as precautions for use.
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